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Matthew David McQueen’s Leaving Records is on track to be the indie
universe’s primary resource for new age music. In addition to releasing M.
Geddes Gengras’s Ishi, one of the first new age albums to garner serious
critical attention in the 21st century, Leaving was responsible for last
year’s great crop of reissues from new age master Laraaji. Those who
have only heard the lo-fi beats McQueen makes as Matthewdavid might
be surprised by the man’s new calling. But Trust the Guide and Glide,
McQueen’s second album as Matthewdavid’s Mindflight, proves he has a
keen understanding and sincere love of new age—and formidable skill at
making it.

Trust the Guide and Glide never apologizes for being new age. It also
doesn’t trade in irony. Unlike the ‘80s pop that so many musicians
rejoiced in taking the piss out of this decade, new age is hardly ubiquitous. It’s typically not in movies, restaurants or
any other place with which we might have an aesthetic bond. So Trust the Guide can’t get by on association.
Instead, it makes a case for the genre itself. McQueen hasn’t been shy about his influences in promoting the album
—he’s described it as a homage to Michael Stearns’ new age classic Planetary Unfolding—and he probably wants
listeners to pick up that album as much as his own to spread the genre’s gospel.

The best thing about Trust the Guide and Glide is that it doesn’t temper new age’s positivity-first friendliness with
any pretense of edginess or experimentalism. This is good-vibes music above all else. But it never seeps into the
sappiness associated with commercially-minded new agers like Yanni or Kitaro, largely by maintaining a veneer of
mystery. There are few distinct instruments in the mix, save for an occasional wind chime or synth arpeggio; usually,
everything blurs into a massive cloud. These tracks have the shoegaze effect of suggesting something hidden
behind the wall of sound—perhaps a fantasy world like the one on the cover.

Trust the Guide and Glide is best at its most amniotic. The first five tracks are hushed drones smothered in low-pass
filters, while the latter three are noisier and more sequencer-oriented. The former are unequivocally better, in part
because they feel less generic. Not many ambient artists have the patience to make this sort of soft-focus drone,
and even fewer do it well; these tracks are as rich and soothing as anything on Gas’s Pop or any ambient classic.
This is pure ear candy, the sort of music you can just curl up to and let yourself be whisked off to dreamland.

Sequencer music, on the other hand, is a dime a dozen. The album’s last two cuts, “Dune Enigma” and “The Vessel
and the Voyage,” could be cuts from Ishi or even an early Oneohtrix album. They’re also not quite as pleasant on the
ears as the earlier cuts. But Trust the Guide and Glide’s astounding length—nearly an hour and a half, divided over
only seven tracks—means that the album transitions slowly enough to the noisier fare that some listeners might not
even notice. Then again, noticing things is pretty much moot to music this ambient anyway.
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